#447 Many Shall Be Made White – The Red Revolution and the White Revolution
Daniel 12:10 (KJV) MANY SHALL BE PURIFIED, and MADE WHITE, and TRIED; but
the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall
understand.
Key Understanding: The Red Revolution and the White Revolution. The Lord intends for us
to see that the Soviet Union began with the Red Revolution – the Red October Revolution –
and ended on December 8-10, 1991, with what we can now call the White Revolution, in
White Russia, representative of making Russia white. [The Agreement on the
Establishment of the Commonwealth of Independent States, which was also an agreement
on the termination of the Soviet Union, was signed in Belarus. Belarus is known as White
Russia.]

December 8-10, 1991

Reds became Whites

1917
Red Russian Revolution

1991
White Russian Revolution

Daniel 12:10 and Isaiah 1:18, again. In Unsealing #360 The Red Beast vs. The Scarlet Beast –
The Great Red Dragon and His Revolution, it was observed that the Great Red Dragon – Satan –
is ultimately the root of the blood shed in the revolutions upon the earth, including the American
‘Scarlet’ Revolution, the French Revolution, and the Russian ‘Red October’ Revolution. Since
Isaiah 1:15 mentions the shedding of blood, and then Isaiah 1:18 mentions scarlet, white, and
red, this further certifies the use of Isaiah 1:15-18 to clarify the meaning of Daniel 12:10, which
has in its background the Red Russian Revolution (1917), and in its fulfillment the White Russian
Revolution (1991).
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Isaiah 1:15-18 (KJV) And
when ye spread forth your
hands, I will hide mine eyes
from you: yea, when ye
make many prayers, I will
not hear: YOUR HANDS
ARE FULL OF BLOOD.
16 Wash you, make you
clean; put away the evil of
your doings from before
mine eyes; cease to do evil;
17 Learn to do well; seek judgment, relieve the
oppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for the widow.
18 Come now, and let us reason together, saith the LORD: though your sins be as SCARLET,
they shall be as WHITE as snow; though they be RED like crimson, they shall be as WOOL.
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